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the right to be cold
its impacts and why we need to take local action

by Alissa Morais

the North is clustered with visible and very real
impacts of global warming: its consequences
are not to come, they have already started

the implications of climate
change are already here
how the Inuit are already seeing the repercussions of global warming
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The climate crisis is certainly one of the most prominent issues
discussed worldwide, and most people are acutely aware of its
existence and its eventual implications to our world as we know it.
Yet, regardless of how frightening this seemingly unsolvable
problem is to us, who choose to believe in its seriousness and grave
impacts, we still unconsciously think that the consequences of
climate change will only appear in the future; that even if we cannot
see those implications today, they will certainly exist a few years
from now. We talk about how global warming will damage our
home, how it will be irreversible. It is only after I read the "The
Right to Be Cold" by Sheila Watt-Cloutier that I realize that there
already are very real ramifications of climate change, and that there
already are people suffering with this issue today. The consequences
we were only supposed to see in a few years are already happening
to the many peoples in the Arctic. Global warming has changed
their way of life forever, and it still is. Their issues are being
completely overlooked by their Southern neighbors, where these
changes are not as apparent or emerging as quickly.

Living in the tropics and the temperate zones gives us the privilege to
see climate change as forthcoming, that although it will come if
nothing changes, it is not here yet. Reading "The Right to Be Cold"
made me truly realize that the consequences of global warming are
already spreading throughout our planet, the only thing is that they
are impacting the very real and human Inuit in the North instead of
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nutritious seal for their neighbors and family. And more than that,
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looking outward on the unseen
effects of our decisions on the
environment and each other
the interconnectedness between city dwellers
and the environment

they now have to defend their homes from the
sinking shores, just another impediment for
the already difficult life in the polars. If their
hunt is successful, Inuit hunters now have to
live with the notion that their once nourishing
meal is now poisoned with toxins from our
cities' emissions. These are only some of the so
many existing repercussions of climate change
in the Arctic so far. But the worst of all is that
they have done nothing to cause this. The cars
we drive and the emissions we create are
responsible for this, so it is our responsibility
to take local action and change.
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why we need to take
local action and
rethink our habits

"The Right to Be Cold" opens your eyes to the importance
of fighting climate change locally

Although climate change can only be solved by global
discussion and action, we can still do our part for local
change. Our emissions and unsustainable decisions
over the past decades have complete accountability for
the current climate crisis, for the forever changed lives
of the Inuit and the many more communities in the
coldest parts of our home. That is why local action is so
important: as we created these problems, we must be
the ones to solve them. Not only to prevent that the
same drastic changes in the poles happen to us, but also
to return to those peoples what we so thoughtlessly
took away from them. There are so many ways in
which our community can act on climate change and
contribute to a more sustainable world. Here are some
ways you can make a difference:

reducing food waste

considering flying less

choosing meat free meals

using public transportation
instead of driving

A great disconnect had grown
between city dwellers and the
environment. Too many didn't
realize that the cars they drove and
the emissions they created by
powering their cities were
connected to the Inuk hunter falling
through the thinning ice, and to the
Pacific islander defending his home
along the sinking shore.
- Sheila Watt-Cloutier

resisting buying something to
reduce resource consumption

walking or biking instead
of driving

speaking up about
climate change

helping conserve
green space

all information comes from the Halton Climate Collective website
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